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Fundamental Question

Given that:
A single phoneme is often realized differently in 
different contexts
A single phoneme in a given context is often 
realized differently by different speakers

How do listeners make sense of the variation in 
the continuous speech signal in recovering 
phonemes and speaker information?



Questions from 
Multi-language Rule-Based Synthesis

Why do aspiration and glottalization overlap formant 
transitions at the edges of syllable nuclei?
Why are aspirated and glottalized transitions at nucleus 
edges typically longer than voiced transitions, all else 
being equal?
Why are voiced transitions at nucleus edges so stable in 
duration in comparison to other parts of the nucleus? 
Why do such transitions have so many universal 
properties across languages?
Why are vowel and consonant duration systems organized 
so differently?

(See Hertz, 1991; Hertz et al., 1999 for more details.)



Answer from Hybrid Synthesis

These properties enable us to parse speech into 
abstract linguistic units like phonemes and 
syllables.



Example 1:
Sheila forgot that Thursday’s the day before Friday
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Example 2:
Computers with multiple voices are incredibly cool
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Hybrid Synthesis

A speech synthesis technique in which speech is 
produced by splicing together speech segments 
from different speakers (human or synthetic)

+ + =

sp i č spič



Selected Hybrid “Sheila” Examples 
Mixes of Natural and Synthetic

Robin 
Reed
Sheila forgot that Thursday’s the day before Friday.*

Terry
Shelley
Sheila forgot that Thursday’s the day before Friday.*

*Non-underlined segments produced with ViaVoice 6.0 TTS system.  
Underlined segments produced in principled ways with in-house tools.









Selected Hybrid “Computer” Examples 
Mixes of Natural and Synthetic

Terry     +  formant synthesis
Computers with multiple voices are incredibly cool.

Lee        + formant synthesis
Computers with multiple voices are incredibly cool.







Hybrid Experiments

Thirty-four subjects listened to selected hybrid, 
natural, and synthetic renditions of sentences, 
and judged:
– Speaker characteristics:

• Speaker: which of six target speakers, if any
• Gender
• Age group: child, teenager, young adult, older adult

– Speech quality
• Overall naturalness: scale of 1-5
• Specific problems (word-by-word or overall utterance)

– foreign accent, nasal-sounding, choppy-sounding, unexpected 
pronunciation, speech impediment, bad rhythm, non-human-
sounding, and others



Stimulus Types

Hybrid stimuli
– natural + synthetic
– natural + natural
Natural speech
Rule-based formant synthesis
Copy-based formant synthesis
Unit selection waveform synthesis (all one 
speaker)



Substitution Types in Hybrid Stimuli

Just consonants
Just sibilants
Just non-sibilants
Just non-nasal consonants
Just reduced vowels
Both consonants and reduced vowels
Stressed syllable nuclei (where nucleus = vowel 
+ following tautosyllabic sonorants)
Other
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Spectrogram Fragments of 
Computers with multiple voices are incredibly cool
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Selected Hybrid Results and
Implications for Speech Perception

Result Implication

Replacing stressed syllable 
nuclei, even using copy 
formant synthesis, profoundly 
degrades speaker identity and 
speech quality judgments, but 
not intelligibility.  

Listeners are highly sensitive 
to the fine-grained details in 
syllable nuclei for the 
perception of voice 
characteristics.  

Segments outside syllable 
nuclei can be replaced by 
surrogate segments with little 
impact on speaker identity, 
intelligibility, or speech quality.

Listeners are insensitive to 
segments outside the 
nucleus for the perception of 
voice characteristics.



More Selected Results 
and Hypotheses Supported

Result Implication
Remarkably similar consonant 
surrogates can be used for all 
speakers, and many acoustic 
details do not need to be modeled 
at all.

Listeners parse 
consonants using gross 
characteristics. 

Many different consonant variants 
can be used, provided that they 
are compatible with each other in 
the cluster and that the resulting 
cluster fits in the context.

Consonant sequences 
are parsed as units.



Hypothesis: Consonant sequences are parsed 
immediately after the initial nucleus transition.

Miss Lou speaks Portuguese.

/m/ /s.l/ /sp/ /ks.p/

I sl u sp i ksph orm











…speaks Spanish vs. …speaks Portuguese
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…speaks Spanish vs. …speaks Portuguese
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Factors Important for Consonant Perception

Relative amplitudes of ADIs and edges of 
neighboring nuclei
Relative durations of ADIs and the preceding 
nucleus 
General spectral characteristics of ADIs
Direction, duration, and phonation type of 
formant transitions between nuclei and 
neighboring ADIs
Phonological and semantic possibilities



Factors Important for Nucleus Perception

Phoneme identification:
– Relationships among formant values 
– Relationships among adjacent nuclei
Speaker identification:
– Fine-grained spectral details in stressed vowels 



Final Thoughts

Humans organize both speech production and 
perception around two main types of units: 
consonant clusters and nuclei. 
Listeners abstract away from cross-speaker 
variation when processing consonant clusters.
Cross-speaker generalizations, including timing 
relations, account for listeners’ ability to parse 
consonant clusters into phonemes. 
Success of hybrid synthesis is a natural 
consequence of the parsing model and lends 
support to its premises.
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